PROJECT INFORMATION

Overview:
The Idaho Transportation Department (ITD) will reconfigure several roadways near the US-95 junctions with ID-53 and Garwood Road north of Hayden starting July 2019. This project is part of a larger vision to improve traffic flow and enhance safety on a local and regional level for present and future users along US-95 between Garwood Road and Sagle. The project scope and anticipated schedule are as follows:

July 2019:
- Widen ID-53 between US-95 and Ramsey Road to 40-feet wide (12-foot travel lanes and 8-foot shoulders). ID-53 will be reduced to one lane with flaggers to guide traffic.
- Remove trees west of US-95 to prepare for ID-53 realignment.

August 2019:
- Install a temporary traffic signal at ID-53 and Ramsey Road. Signal installation is scheduled to take a week, with intermittent lane closures and flaggers expected in the area. (A permanent signal will be placed in 2022 under a different project.)
- Begin construction of both the new railroad bridge and the new US-95/ID-53 interchange. Work is expected to continue through fall 2020. ID-53 between Old US-95 and US-95 will closed during this time, and traffic will be detoured around the bridge and interchange construction to Garwood Road. US-95 will not be impacted for the majority of construction.

Spring 2020 through fall 2021:
- Construct a roundabout at ID-53 and Government Way.
- Construct an overpass at Garwood Road (eliminate direct access to US-95 at Garwood Road).
- Extend the frontage road (Pope Road), east of US-95, between ID-53/Government Way and Garwood Road.

The project team will be available for questions throughout the construction process. All project updates are available via the website, including a 3D model to experience the new design. To contact the project team, please email US95Corridor@itd.idaho.gov or call 208-772-1200.
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